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Blackpool Borough Council have the typical climate associated
with all coastal and exposed regions.

When looking to update their Attendants Kiosks at various
local attractions including Crazy Golf courses and Public Parks,
consideration had to be given to moving away from traditional
building methods which are prone to weather-accelerated
deterioration.

Problem Identified

The Solution
There were a variety of requirements with which the Attendants
Kiosks needed to comply:

• resistance to coastal weather conditions
• security while the kiosks are unattended
• fitting into the restricted space left by the previous kiosks
• minimal maintenance costs
• appearance to complement the existing architecture and  

the Council’s corporate colours.

Glasdon were contacted and their Sales and Technical teams
got to work straight away.

Although Glasdon offer a diverse range of standard “Heritage”
style buildings, a more perfect solution was seen to be a
specially designed, customised kiosk which would best
accommodate the imposed size restriction of the project.

The Glasdon Heritage range of small buildings are designed
and manufactured with visual appeal in mind. Combining
modern and low-maintenance materials together with maximum
user-comfort, all of Blackpool Borough Council’s requirements
were met.

Manufactured from aluminium framework and GRP Heritage
style panels and roof, maintenance is kept to a minimum.
Blackpool Borough Council also chose a powder-coating to the
framework and special panel colours to create an eye-catching
appearance which complements their corporate theme and the
surrounding architecture.

The security concerns were met by fitting robust and high-
quality external roller shutters to cover all glazed areas and
provide an effective deterrent for would-be vandals whilst the
kiosks are left unattended.
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WHAT THE CUSTOMER SAYS:
Mr Fred Rigby, Leisure Client Officer at Blackpool
Borough Council said:

“We have found the Glasdon Heritage range to be
the ideal solution for our needs and extremely good
value for money.

Its design captures the visual quality of the past
and blends in perfectly with the existing architecture
and surroundings.

The old problem of the ongoing maintenance work
associated with traditional building methods is now
a thing of the past and we have significantly reduced
the time and costs previously incurred by our
maintenance department.”
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